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explain the C-value paradox—the observation that ge- It has now become clear that lateral DNA transfer has
nome size does not necessarily correlate with organism played and continues to play a major role in shaping
complexity (for example, the human genome is 30 times genomes. Lateral DNA Transfer constitutes a great effort
bigger than that of baker’s yeast, yet 20 times smaller to put under one umbrella a variety of topics pertaining
than the genome of certain amoebas). to genome evolution. Moreover, it provides a molecular
Numerous biological phenomena, including the de- genetic framework to understand the current technolog-
velopment of tumors in animals and plants, the spread ical applications of gene transfer including gene therapy,
of antibiotic resistance determinants in bacteria, and crop improvement, and control of insect populations.
the abnormalities resulting from certain types of crosses Most readers will find plenty of new information in
in insects, result from lateral DNA transfer. Also referred Lateral DNA Transfer. For example, they will learn that
to as horizontal gene transfer, lateral DNA transfer is the estimated frequency of gene transfer between or-
the movement of DNA from one organism to another in ganisms in the oceans is twenty billion times per second.
which it becomes stably incorporated. The widespread On the other hand, many of the topics discussed by
nature of lateral DNA transfer and the realization that Bushman might not be new for other readers. Yet, these
DNA can move from one location to another within an topics are presented with a different spin that makes
organism lead to the view that genomes are in a state us feel like a molecular biologist version of the bourgeois
of flux. However, this view was not readily accepted as gentleman Monsieur Jordan: that we have been investi-
Barbara McClintock was not awarded the Nobel Prize gating/reading about/exploring lateral DNA transfer and
for her discovery of “mobile genetic elements” in plants we did not even know it.
until 1983, a belated recognition of work she had con-
ducted in the 1940s which was fully appreciated only
Eduardo A. Groismanwhen transposable elements were rediscovered in bac-
Department of Molecular Microbiologyteria. Coincidentally, 1983 also marked the publication
Washington University School of Medicineof Mobile Genetic Elements, the first comprehensive
Howard Hughes Medical Institutediscussion of DNA movement within and among organ-
St. Louis, Missouriisms, which was written by several experts and superbly
edited by Jim Shapiro.
The scope and consequences of lateral DNA transfer
Mechanics of the Cell: Overcominghave been increasingly appreciated since the publica-
tion of Mobile Genetic Elements. Thus, it was comforting a Fear of Equations
to read Frederic Bushman’s marvelous new book, Lat-
eral DNA Transfer: Mechanisms and Consequences.
Bushman uses less than 450 pages to teach us not Mechanics of the Cell
only about the molecular bases for many of the genetic Edited by David Boal
discoveries of the 1980s and 1990s, but also about the New York: Cambridge University Press (2002).
impact of lateral DNA transfer in infectious diseases, 406 pp. $45.00
bacterial speciation, and the evolution of eukaryotic or-
ganisms. Lateral DNA Transfer discusses several addi-
tional topics, including the different families of transpo-
Many of the critical aspects of biological functions cansons and mechanisms of transposition, the molecular
only be understood through a melding of the physicsevidence for the endosymbiotic theory, and the hypothe-
(often mechanics) and the biochemistry involved. Fromsis of a transposon being the progenitor of the vertebrate
the morphological changes in gastrulation or the vascu-immune system.
larization of cancerous tissue to the unfolding of DNABushman’s book is organized in 14 chapters, begin-
in transcription, biological functions rely upon an or-ning with an introduction and a brief crash course on
chestrated feedback between mechanical forces andmolecular biology, and concluding with the general prin-
biochemical activities. In our attempts to better under-ciples governing lateral DNA transfer and its evolution-
stand biological functions, a complete description ofary implications. Three chapters are devoted to hori-
the proteins and enzymatic activities involved, althoughzontal gene transfer in prokaryotes, including a
important, provide only a partial picture. Further, al-genomic-based one analyzing rates of transfer, dis-
though many biological scientists have distaste forcussing why bacterial genes are organized in operons,
them, equations provide a concise way to describe andand raising issues pertaining to bacterial phylogeny. Six
predict physical aspects of cell behavior. In addition,chapters analyze DNA transfer in eukaryotes, emphasiz-
there is a dramatic increase of interest in biologicaling retroviruses and the use of genomic data to infer
questions among physicists who enjoy the mathemati-transfer frequencies in different organisms. The two re-
cal description of cell functions. Thus, there is an urgentmaining chapters cover gene exchange across domains
need to incorporate an understanding of the mechanicsof life and the regulatory mechanisms governing DNA
involved in the normal functioning of a cell, and thetransfer. Each chapter begins with a discussion of the
recent book by Boal speaks nicely to that issue.biological context of the topic, includes excellent illus-
Designed as a text for a one-semester course on celltrations, provides current references from the primary
mechanics, Mechanics of the Cell provides an excellentliterature, and concludes with a brief summary. Most
introduction to the basic mechanics of cytoskeletonsimportantly, the writing is clear and to the point, allowing
and membranes (targeted for junior or senior undergrad-reading of the chapters (or sections of them) without
following the original order. uate and beginning graduate students). It fills a unique
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niche between the macroscopic mechanics of the Fung Toward Single Molecule
book (Biomechanics: Mechanical Properties of Living BiochemistryTissues, Y.C. Fung, Springer-Verlag, 1993) and the mo-
lecular mechanics of the Howard book (Mechanics of
Motor Proteins and the Cytoskeleton, Jonathan Howard,
Biology at the Single Molecule LevelSinauer Associates, 2001). In addition, Boal deals with
Edited by S.H. Leuba and J. Zlatanovamembrane mechanics and cell-cell adhesion, which are
New York: Pergamon Press (2001).critical aspects at the cellular, but not the higher or lower
284 pp. $149.50levels.
The topic of cytoskeletal mechanics, from filament
persistence length to three-dimensional networks, is
Our understanding of nature and biological systems de-considered in a format adapted to the characteristics of
pends on the previous knowledge that has been accu-cells. There are multiple references to relevant literature,
mulated and on the current tools available. The historysuch as the effect of avidin crosslinking of biotinylated
of science has shown that new concepts frequentlyactin filaments on the mechanics of the actin gel. The
emerge and interpretations of the data become modifiedtreatment of DNA and RNA mechanics is brief. However,
as more sophisticated and accurate measuring systemsthere is enough basic description of the mechanics to
are developed. New data allow us to emphasize differentenable one to adapt the equations to other biological
aspects of biological systems and to reveal aspects ofmaterials such as DNA or RNA. To gain a real under-
those systems that had not previously been unveiled.standing of the material, it is important for the reader
While static measurements have given us informationto try and solve or at least consider the problems at the
on the static aspects of a system, in the last decade, aend of each chapter. To be successful in solving the
wave of new technologies has emerged. These technol-problems, you may want to dust off your college calculus
ogies, collectively called single molecule detection, arebook, particularly if it has had time to collect significant
expected to revolutionize the field of life sciences. Withdust.
these techniques, it is possible to determine the behav-Biological membranes are unusual in their mechanical
ior of single biomolecules working in complicated sys-properties in that they are essentially two-dimensional
tems. This is in direct contrast to the conventional en-inelastic fluids constrained by attachment to the cy-
semble measurements which involved averaging thetoskeleton. Membrane mechanics chapters have a par-
results from a large number of molecules, thus obscur-ticularly good description of the factors that lead to
ing the dynamic behavior of individual molecules.the formation of a bilayer. In the section on cell-cell
This emergent technology has successfully allowedinteractions, there are good treatments of the critical
single molecules to be visualized and manipulated andevents of cell-cell binding. The details on membrane
has taken the scientific community by surprise. Whilefluctuations are probably of greater interest to physicists
scientists marveled at how this was possible, the struc-than biologists. Overall, the treatment of membranes is
ture of single molecules was right there in front of theirexcellent and it can be of great benefit to all to have a
eyes. Single molecules were moving and being capturedbetter physical feel for membranes. This is especially
and handled by human hands. Despite such a sensa-important in light of popularly held misconceptions such
tional debut, single molecule detection is still in the earlyas membrane flow driving motility, membrane stretch-
stages of development, but its use is growing rapidly.ing, or even large membrane rafts that are inconsistent
A new book, Biology at the Single Molecule Level, editedwith the physical properties of membranes.
In terms of possible improvements, additional figures by Leuba and Zlatanova, summarizes some of the major
would be useful, as would further tables of properties topics in single molecule measurements. Editing a book
such as those provided for the membrane chapter. such as this is a challenge because developments have
Expansion of the discussion of experimental problems occurred very rapidly. Thus, it is not easy to select top-
as case examples would also help. As a text for a course, ics, briefly describe all recent technical developments
the essentials are present in this book, from the basic (some of which are highly complex), summarize the re-
explanations of the equations to a good set of sample sults obtained so far, and discuss the implications for
problems. future research. However, many readers will have been
In general, this book provides a good introduction to waiting for such a synopsis of the recent developments
the physical description of the mechanical properties in these techniques. Some readers will be scientists in
of cells and membranes. Readers will benefit from a various fields. Some will be students who are investigat-
background in calculus, although some topics can be ing a research field they may want to devote their careers
understood without complex mathematics. All who deal to in the future. Others will be purely interested in the
with the cytoskeleton and membranes are encouraged technological aspects of the field. In this book, they will
to increase their understanding of the physical proper- try to find the answers to their questions. Although this
ties of those materials, since the physical properties can single book will not be able to satisfy all readers, it will
influence or control biochemical activities in integrated provide a solid base for future publications.
cell functions. A wide range of techniques dealing with single mole-
cules have been collectively called “single molecule
measurements,” and therefore some techniques haveMichael P. Sheetz
Department of Biological Sciences not been discussed. Of those which are covered, many
of the techniques have been developed independently.Columbia University
New York, New York 10027 Thus, each chapter is treated as an independent piece
